
2021 F150 
HOOD MOUNTED SPARTAN

STEP 1
There is a size 10mm bolt
located under the plastic
windshield covering.

Pull up on the corner of this
covering to expose this bolt.
There are some pop tabs that
may pop out when pulling on
this piece that will make it
easier to access this bolt.



Remove this bolt using a size 10mm socket or size 10mm wrench.

*Before mounting the bracket to the truck, you can go ahead and mount your
bar to the bracket using the included hardware or you mount the bracket first
then mount the bar to the bracket. We prefer mounting the bar to the bracket
first*

STEP 2

Using the same bolt that you removed from the truck, mount the
bracket to the truck with the longer surface of the bracket facing up.

STEP 3

Once this bracket is mounted
to the truck, use the included
hardware with the kit to mount
the Light bar to the bracket.



Now that the bracket and bar are mounted to the truck, run the wire from
the back of the bar down behind the plastic windshield covering and under
your hood as seen in the photo below.

STEP 4

Repeat steps 1-4 on the passenger
side of the truck. Your antenna will
sit in front of the Light bar on this
side however it will not affect the
light output!

STEP 5



Connect your wiring harness to your battery.
Remove the nut on the positive terminal of your battery and slide the red
positive terminal ring over the bolt then tighten the nut back into place.
Remove the nut on the negative terminal of your battery and slide the black
negative terminal ring over the bolt then tighten the nut back into place.

STEP 6

Connect both connections from your
harness to the connections from the
wiring on your Spartan light bar.

STEP 7



If you are running a switch into
the cab, run the switch past the
rubber grommet seen in the
photos below. Once you pass the
switch through this grommet it
will appear at the driver’s side
footwell. Pull the switch through
and mount it on your dash area
that you prefer most.

We recommend disconnecting the
switch from the harness and
sending the white connector
through the fire wall.

STEP 8



Once you pass the switch through
this grommet it will appear at the
driver’s side footwell. Pull the switch
through and mount it on your dash
area that you prefer most.

STEP 9

Now run the male connector from
the switch in-between the steering
wheel and the plastic piece seen in
the photo below.



Once you have done that
connect your switch to
the harness.

Now mount your switch on your dash in your preferred location.
Possible mounting locations:



Text for support: 706-214-2618
Visit our site to chat: www.F150LEDs.com

or email CustomerSupport@F150LEDs.com

Enjoy your new Hood
Mounted Spartan
lights! We
recommend aiming
these bars out some
more towards the
side of the road to
widen your light
output and visibility
at night!

STEP 10


